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Abstract. We consider the problem of preemptively scheouling a se; of n indepcr:d,:3t tasks with 
release times on m identical processors with the objective of minin;\zing the mean (Folv time. For 
one processor, Baker gives an 0( n log PT) time algorithin to find an optimal .scr:edule. I_.::wlPr a&s 
the question whether the problem can be shown to be solvable in por_snomilt! lime cr shown to 
be NP-hard for m a_.!. In this paper we answer this question by sh?,v:ii3g that r: is N&&r-d tor 
each fixed m 2 2. 
We consider the problem of preemptivelly scheduling a set (‘t”i, ‘i;“l.: . . . ., 7;,) sf n 
independent tasks on m 3 1 identical processors with the obj xtive of minis; 2ng the 
mean flow time. Each task Ti has associated with it a relecrse time P( “;) nnJ isn 
execution time e( Ti). The tasks are to be preemptively schedui’ed on the ~~OC~“S~OZS 
under the constraint that no task can start before its release time. If S is a sche 
of the n tasks on the m processors, then the finishing time of ?;: in S is denoted by 
f(S, Ti), and the mean Row time of S, denoted by MFT(S), is defined to he: 
MFT(S) =Cyz,f<S9 1;:). Our goal is to find a schedule So such that MFT&)~ 
MFT’(S) for all schedules S. Such a schedule wilE be called an optimal schedule. 
For nonpreemptive scheduling, Lenstra [7] has shown that finding an 
schedule is N&hard even for one processor. Thus, unless P= NP, there is 
of solving this problem efficiently. The problem appears to be easier for preemptive 
scheduling. Baker [I] has a en an O(n log n) ti e algorithm to find 
schedule for one processor. errbach and Leung 
algorithm to solve the special case of two processors and i 
In [5] Lawler asks the 
in polynomial time or s 
question by showing that it is 
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A lmore general pm$1em is the one when each task ‘7;- has an additional &dine 
d( Ti) associatged w it, and it is required that each task T. be scheduled v4hin 
the interval [ rK4 al: ), a;)]. For preemptive scheduling on one processor, Smith [8] 
has given ;3n 8( R kg n) time ajgarithm for the special case of identical release times, 
while Baker% Ggorithm [I] soives the special case of identical 
conlplexities of these two special cases are not known for m b 2 
choosing 8 large common deadline, our N’P-hardness proof shows that the special 
case studied by Baker is NP-hard for each nixed rn 2 2. For arbitrar 
deadlines and e>;ecution times, Du and Eeung [2] have recently 
-hard for each fixed rn 2 Ye Furthermore, they give a polynomial-time 
algorithm ;o solve a large ~8~s of task systems that includes the special cases studied 
by Smith arid Baker 9s well as the class of equal-execution-time task systems. For 
uonpreemyti ,.I< scheduling on a>ne processor, Smith’s algorithm [8] solves the special 
case of identical release times, while Lenstra’s NP-hardness proof [7] shows that 
the special case of identical deadlines is NPhard. For a survey on this and related 
probkms, the reLtders are refcrredl to the s;lr\;ey papers by kawler [S] and Lawler 
et a!. [i\]. 
in this sectio:t we show that the problem of finding an optimal schedule is NP-hard 
by s:‘lowing *he Jecision ves.sion of the prohiem to be NP-comp1et.e. The decision 
probkm with parameter YH is defined as follows. 
): Given an integer 01, yp? identical processors, and a set T = (T;} of n 
tasks wSl;i? integer release times {I*( ?:,I} and integer execution times 
(c( T)), is there a pr+‘err_;@ive schedule S of T on m processors uch that MFT(S) s 
bFb? 
+Xe first sho~llr that MFFR?‘P(2) is NP-complete. The proof can readily be general- 
ized + 3 m 11.. 2 To show MFTR1\YP(2) to be NP-complete, we reduce to it the following 
1’>” P-cor,aplek? psobtem [3]. 
We bcgh iry f! Ang a reduction from PARTITION to M~TRTP(2). Let A= 
J,Gllsa,,...? ,_ CL) be an instance of PAR? i CHIN, a;rd let B = Cf=, ea,. Without loss 
a;: assume that each cp, is an integral multiple of 2 and less than 
ks as fo%lows. T- 
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1”-i”-z,r(Ui)=r(~)=2(i-1)B~ande(Ui)=e(Vi)=a,B.Notethat Uiand vhave 
the same release times and the same execution times. The second set is the set of 
penalty tasks, and the release times and execution times of the tasks are given as 
follows. For each 1 c i c Z, r( Wi) = r( Ui) + e( Ui) and e( Wi) = ai. r( WO) = 0, 
r( Wz+1) = r( W,,,) = 2zB’+ ;B’, and e( W,) = e( Wz+,) = e( Wz+z) = 2zB’. Note that 
Wi, 1 =Z is z, are small tasks, and W,, Wz+, and Wz+2 are large tasks. Furthermore, 
Wz+, and Wz +2 can both start at their release times only if W, finishes by that time. 
Also, the earliest time Wa, can finish is 2zB’ = r( W:, ,) -: ‘. Figure 1 shows the 
-:cDease time pattern of the tasks in T. 
Fig. 1. Release time pattern of the tasks in T. 
Let SC1 be an optimal schedule of T on two identical processors. In the following 
we will characterize the structure of SO. First, we need to introduce the following 
notations. Let S be a schedule of T on two processors. A task X is said to be 
delayed in S if f(S, X) :, r(X)+e(X). For each 1 < i c z, the partial schedule of S 
restricted to the time interval [2( i - 1) B’, 2iB’] is called the ith block of S, denoted 
by BLKi(S). Let Li denote the total amount of W, executed in BLK,(,So) for each 
1 s i s z. The next three lemmas characterize the structure of’ BLKr(SO). 
emma 2.1. For each 1 s is Z, Ui, Vi and Wi must bejnished in BLKi( So). Further- 
more, Ui is not delayed in SO. 
roof. For each 1 -. z < ‘s z, we can execute a total of 4B’ amount of tasks in BLKi(So), 
and the maximum amount of WO that can be executed in BLKi( So) is 2 B’. Therefore, 
we can execute a total of at least 2B2 amount of the tasks ?I;, Vi and 
Since the total execution time of these three tasks is less than 2 
Ki(So). This proves the fi part of the lemma. 
) that can be execute 
[r(Ui), r(Ui)+e(Uj) and hence we can execute a total of at 
f L’i and vi in the same interva 
can transform So wit 
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Suppose there is terval IX = [t, t+ a] within the time interval [r( Ui), r(‘Ui) + 
e( Ui)] such that I.& is not executing in IX, and there is an interval IY = [t’, t’+ a] 
within the time interval [ r( Ui) + e( Ui),S(So, Ui)] such that Ui is executing in IY. 
Then, we interchange the tasks executing in IX with those executi 
always possible unless Wi is executing in IY. In this case, we si 
r/i in IY with one of the tasks in IX. It is easy to see that the tran 
increase the mean flow time of the schedule. Thus, Ui is not de 
For each 1 s i s z, task W, must execute continuously in the time interval 
‘2iB2] in BLKi(Sa). 
roof. By Lemma 2.1, Ui executes continuously in the time interval [2( i - I) B*, 
2( i - 1)B*+ aiB] in BLKi(*qo). By interchanging processors if necessary, we may 
assume that Ui xecutes COJ i ~UOUS~Y on processor P2. Thus, Vi and WO are the 
only tasks that can possibly execute on processor P, in the same time interval. We 
now concentrate on the interval [2(i - 1)8*-I- aiB, 2iB*] in BLKi(So). Again, by 
interchanging processors if necessary, we may assume that W, executes only on P, 
in this interval. The tasks that can possibly execute in this interval in BLKi(So) are 
W,, & and Wi. Thus, if there is a time slice in this interval during which PI is not 
executing W,,, then P, must be either idle, or it is executing Vi or Wi. By interchanging 
processors if necessary, we may assume that P1 is either idle, or it is executing x 
during the time slice. Therefore, during the interval [2( i - 1) B*, 2iB*] in BLKi(So), P1 
is either idle, or it is executing Vi or W,. If we now right justify the execution of 
W, on P1 and left justify the execution of vl: on PI in this interval, then the mean 
flow time of the schedule cannot be increased. This proves the lemma. Cl 
For each 1s i =S Z, we have Li 2 2BL - a$. Furthermore, BLRi(So) must 
be one of tie three schedules hown in Fig. 2. 
oof. By Lemma 2.1, Ui executes continuously from time 2(i - 1) B* until 
* - 1) B*+ aiB in BLK,(Soj. Without loss of generality, we may assume that Ui 
executes continuously on processor P2 in BLKi(Sd). By Lemma 2.2, W, executes 
continuously in the time interval [2iB*-- ki, 2iB2] in BLKi(So). We may assume 
that WO executes continuously on processor P, in this interval in BLKi(So). If 
Li < 2B2 - aiB, then v must be executing continuously in the time interval 
[2(i-l)B*, 2(i-1) LKi(So). For otherwise, we can reschedule F so 
that tbis condition s satisfied, and the mean flow time of the schedule will be 
decreased, contradicting the fact that SO is optimal. Consequently, Wi is the only 
task that can be executing in the time interval [2(i- 1)B2+ aiB, 2iB*- Li] in 
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Fig. 2. Three schedules of BLKi(So). (a) Normal form; (b) normal form (a, d Q,(S,) G a$?); (c) offset 
form (0 C oi( S,) < ai). 
net decrease in mean flow time. This contradicts the fact that So is optimal. Thus, 
it is impossible to have Li < 2B2 - a& and hence the first part of the lemma is proved. 
From the previous discussions, we know that Ui executes continuously on P2 in 
the interval [r( Ui), V( Ui) + e( Ui)] and IV0 executes continuously on P! in the interval 
[2iB2- Li, 2iB2] in BLKi(So). If Li =2B2 - aiB, then BLKi( So) must be the schedule 
shown in Fig. 2a. Otherwise, we have Li > 2 - aiB and BLKi(So) must be one of 
the schedules hown in Figs. 2b, c, depending on whether the portion of K executed 
on P2 is larger than ai or not. Cl 
one of the three schedules shown in Fig. 2. 
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is in offset form, then Wi is delayed in S and Qi( S) < Ui. The next lemma shows 
that So can be trsn%formPd into another schedule such that each block is in normal __-__I______V- 
form and W, finis es at 2zB”++B’. 
is a schedule S’ such that MFT( S’) s MFT( j, f(S', W,) = 
2zB2+ B2/2, and BLKi(S’) is in normal form for each 1 s i c z. 
of, S’ is obtained from So by the algorithm given below. The idea is that if 
o, W,) > 2~3 + i B2, then we transfer the portions of WO executed after 2zB2 + ;R’ 
to earlier blocks. This is made possible by moving the portions of Vi executed on 
processor P, to processor Pz. The transformation will decrease the finishing times 
of W, and W:+, . (Since Wz.+, and Wz+? are identical tasks. we may assume that 
W:+, starts immediately after W, finishes in So.) Furthermore, it will increase the 
finishing times of at most two tasks (namely, v and Wi) by the same amount. Thus, 
the mean flow time of the schedule cannot be increased. On the other hand, if 
f ( So, W,) < 2zB’+i B2, then we transfer the portions of W0 executed in earlier 
blocks to the end and we move the portions of vl: executed on P2 to the intervals 
vacated by W,. This transformation will increase the finishing time of W$, and 
decrease the finishing time of 6, and possib!y Wi, by +h . ..e same amount. Again the 
mean flow time of the schedule cannot be increased. After this, we simply transform 
the offset blocks to normal blocks. 
Case 1: f(S,, WO)>2zB2i-$B2. Let Z=f(&, W,)-(2zB2+iB2). The trans- 
formation is described as follows. In the foiiowing, we assume that if the last portion 
of W, is moved to an earlier b!ock, then the task that follows it will be shifted left 
by the same amount. 
(1) Set i to be 1. 
(2) If aiB- Qi(S,) G 2, then move all of Vi executed on P, to Pz. If BLKi(So) 
is the schedule shown in Fig. 2a, thtin insert Vi in front of Wi; otherwise, expand 
the execution of x on P2 by the amount a$ - Qi( So) and push any tasks that follow 
it to the right. Move the last portion of WO to fill up the interval vacated by Vi. 
Decrement 2 by aiB- Qi(So) and set Qi(S’) to be aiB. This transformation will 
decrease the finishing times of two tasks and increase the finishing times of at most 
two tasks by the same amount. Therefore, the mean flow time of the schedule cannot 
be increased. GOT0 (5). 
(3) If aiE - Qi(So) > Z and Qi(Sd) = 0, then move the rightmost Z amount of v 
executed on PI to Pz, inserting it in front of Wi. Move the last oortion of W, to fill 
up the interval vacated by Vi. Set Z to be 0 and set Qi( S’) to be 2. It is easy to see 
that the mean flc d time of the schedule cannot be increased. GOT0 (5). 
(4) If ai i(So) z 2 and Qi(So) > 0, then move the rightmost 2 amount of & 
executed on P, to on P2 will be expanded by Z amount, 
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(6) The m-mini-lg b1a-h of S’ are the same as those of So. Now, for each 
1 s i s Z. if BLK.l C’i ic in figcat form and OCS’) 2 n. then_ rnnw~ if to ;? normal !\ ” , kc3 1E‘ “1IJb ,: \ 
form by interchan ing v with Wi on P?. This interchange cannot increase the mean 
flow time of the schedule. 
Cars@ 2. j*( So, Wo) < 2zB2 + $‘. Let 2 = 2zB2 + $B2 -f( So, W,). The transform+ 
tion IS given below. In the following, we assume that if the last portion of Vi is 
moved from P2 to PI, then the tasks that follow it will be shifted left by the same 
amo*unt. 
(1) Set i to be I. 
(2) Let Y = min{Z’, Qi(So)}. Move the leftmost Y amount of to the end, and 
move the rightmost Y amount of & executed on P2 to the interval vacated by Wo. 
Decrement Z by Y and set Qi( S’) to be Q’( So) - Y. This transformation will increase 
the finishing time of I+‘, by Y, and decrease the finishing time of I& and possibly 
Wi, by at least the same amount. Thus, the mean flow time of the schedule cannot 
be increased. 
(3) If 2 > 0, then increment i by 1 and GOT0 (2). 
(4) ‘Che remaining blocks of S’ are the same as those of So. Now, for each 
1 s i s Z, if BLKi(S’) is in offset form and O,(S’) 2 Qi, then convert it to a normal 
form by interchanging & with Wi on P2. This interchange cannot increase the mean 
flow time of the schedule. 
We now show that BLK,(S’) is in ormal form for each 1s is z. Let E = 
{iJBLKi(S’) is in offset form} and F = (i 1 LKi( S’) is in normal form and Qi( S’) > 0). 
We claim that if E is not empty, then Qk( S’) = akB for each ic E F. Suppose not. 
Then there exist aj E E such that 0~ Q(S’) < Qj, and a !E F such that aI s Q(S’) < 
a/B. We can transforr8:t BLKj(S’) into a new block (which is still in offset form) such 
that vl_ executes cy amount less on P2, and transform BLK,(S’) into a new block 
(which is still in normal form) such that V, executes CI amount more on P2, where 
cy is an arbitrary small positive number. The resulting schedule has a net decrease 
of cy in mean flow time, since the finishing time; of ‘i/i and Wj have been decreased 
by ar while the finishing time of V, has been increased by the s3me amount. This 
contradicts the fact that S’ is optimal, and hence proving our claim. Now, 
CiEI: Qi(“) <CicE Qi S B. Furthermore, CiE F Qi( S’) must be an integral multiple of 
B since Qi(S’) = QiB for each i E E Therefore, if E Q,(S’) +ciG F Qi(S’) cannot be 
an integral multiple of B. This contra ts the fact that CiC E Qi(S’) + 
;B’ is an integral multiple of B, since is an integral multiple of 2. 
be empty. Cl 
By Lemma 2.4, we may assume that So satis 
lemma gives a lower bou d for the mean flow time of S,. 
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Mweotsr, the lower ound is attained only if each BLK,(So) is one of the schedules 
shown in Fig 3. 
rroof. It is easy to compute MFT( So) by observing that f (So, ,) = 2zB2 + $B2, 
f(So, M/,+,)=f&, Wz+2)-4zB2+~B2, and each BLK&) is one ofthe schedules 
showr in Figs. Za, b. We leave the routine calculation to the readers. The lower 
bound of MFT( ) depends only on the lower bound of CiEn ai. Let DT denote 
c iED ai and QT denote xiED Qi(So)* Clearly, we have QT = 5 2. For each iE D, 
Q&) will be added to QT while ai will be added to DT Since Qi(So) is at most 
aiB, it is easy to see that every B units of QT contribute at least one unit of DT. 
Thus, the lower bound of DT is SB, and it can be attained only if Qj( So) = a$? for 
each iE D. Therefore: each block in So is one of the schedules shown in Fig. 3 0 
Using Lemma 2.5, we can prove that MFTRTP(2) is NP-complete. 
. MFT’RTP(2) is NP-complete. 
roof. MFTRTP(2) is clearly in NP. To complete the proof, we reduce P.4RTITION 
to MFTRTP(2) as given in the beginning of the section, and choose (IP to be 
(3z2+7z+5)B2+sB. It is clear that the reduction can be done in polynomial time. 
Suppose the given instance of the PARTITION problem has a solution. Let A, and 
A2 be a solution to the PARTITION problem. We can construct a schedule S with 
f(S, WO) =2zB2+$B2 and f( S, W,,,) = f (S, Wz+2) = 4zB2+-iB’ by executing Vi as 
9!i-1u?2 -\- , 2iB2 
2(i-1)B2 
Fig. 3. UC, (SC,) when (SC,) attains the lower bound. (a) V, is not delayed; ( 
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in Fig. 32% if ffi E /4 1; otherwise, we execute Vi as in Fig. 3b. It is easy to verify that 
the constructed schedule has mean flow time w. Conversely, if the constructed 
instance of MFTRTP(2) has an optimal schedule So such that IUP?’ G W, then 
the instance of the PARTITION problem must have a solution by Lemma 2.5. 0 
Corollary 2.7. MFTRTP( m ) is NP-complete for each m 2 2. 
roof. For m 2 3, we simply add m -2 copies of Uj and Wi for each I 6 i G z, and 
m -2 copies of W,,, in the reduction Cl 
In this paper we have shown that finding a minimum mean flow time schedule 
for a set of independent asks with release times is NP-hard for each fixed m 2 2. 
As noted in Section 1, it also implies that the problem is NP-hard when the tasks 
have a common deadline to meet. For future research, it will be interesting to 
determine the complexity of the case of identical release times, arbitrary deadlines, 
arbitrary execution times, and m 2 2. This problem is posed as an open problem in 
the survey paper by Lawler [5J. 
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